
3iR2§L̂  (Arr?y Group E)

Army Group E was formed in the Balkans on January 1, 1943, from the prior Mili-
tary Command Southeast (Wehrmachtbefehlshaber Siidost) and by the expansion of
the Twelfth Army (AOK 12) • It was at the same time Theater Command Southeast
(Oberbefehlshaber Siidost) until August 26, 1943, and again from March 25 to April 22,
1945.- Army Group E controlled German and some Bulgarian units in the Aegean
area. General Alexander Loehr was commander. Late in 194-4 the Army Group with-
drew from the southern Balkans and exUnded its control north to the area be-
tween the Drava and the Sava. From April 22 until the capitulation on May 8,
1945, it was subordinate to Theater Command South (Oberbefehlshaber Slid).
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Abteilungen
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Aug 30 - Dec 29, 1943
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Jun 24 - Dec 29, 1944
Jul 1, 1944 - Mar 3, 1945
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59053/6
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65726/1
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File Item Listing

Item

Gen.d.Pi., Tatigkeitsbericht mit Anlagen. Consolidated activity reports, Jan 1 - Jun 30,
1943. Monthly reports, Dec 15, 194-2 - Feb 15, 1943, relating to the construction of
coastal defenses in Crete, Salonika,and southern Greece. Reports on the engineering
situation, security 01' supnly routes and canal crossings, mines laid, and the ;on-
straction of railroads, roads, bridges, fortified positions, obstacles and road blocks
in Greece, Serbia, and Crete. Maps and overlays (1:50,000 and 500,000) showing the
location of H.Gr. E Engineer units on Crete and in the Corinthian Gulf area, and order
of battle data covering these units. Dec 15, 1942 - Jun 30, 1943

Gen.Trs., Tatigkeitsbericht mit Anlagen. Monthly activity reports and charts showing rail
transportation in the Salonika, Rhodes, and Athens areas and the blocking of railroad
lines in Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia and Croatia; reports on trooD leave travel, Athens-
Belgrade and Salonika-Belgrade; and reports and directives concerning antiaircraft
defense for railroad installations and transports in Greece. Aug 25 - Dec 31, 1943.

O.Qu., Anlagenband z. TB, Aktenverzeichnis Nr. 1. Reports and tables concerning rafl and-sea
transportation of items such as rations, ammunition, fuel, coal, 'and hay, for German
and Italian units at Athens, Crete, Salonika and Rhodes5 railroad transportation per-
formance and the general transportation situation in Greece, Aug - Dec, 1943» Orders
concerning supply command in Greece, Bulgaria, and OB Sr'dost sector? reorganization
of supply units in the area; the subordination of H.Gr. E, Pz AOK 2, Deutscher Be-
vollmachtigter General in Croatia, and Mil Attache Sofia to OB Siidost, Aug 26, 1943;
and chain of command in Greece. Overlay (1:150,000) showing the location of supply
depots for the Italian Army in Greece. Activity report of the Armed Forces Transship-
ment Staff (Wehrmachturnschlagstab) for Aug 1943. Aug 19 - Dec 31, 1943*

O.Qu., Anlagenband z. TB, Aktenverzeichnis Mr. 2, Tagesmeldungen - Flugbetriebsstoff.
Reports, tables, and charts pertaining to anticipated requirements, issuance, and
inventory of ammunition, fuel, weapons, rations and fodder for the German Army, Air
Force and Navy in Greece. Appraisals of the supply situation and the storage of
supplies (Bevorratung) in H.Gr. E sector. Orders concerning the activation, organi-
zation, reorganization and transfer of H.Gr. E supply units, the deactivation of the
Italian Division "Siena," and the use of Italian troops. Reports relating to sea
transportation and lists of ships available, including their tonnage. Special

11

Item No, Roll 1st Frame

41525 173

173

59053/1 173 158
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Item
directives for supplying HcGre E units and for supply troops, Tabels showing adminis-
trative classification of O.Ou. Abteilung and job assignments for QM troop leaders,
by name and rank. Naps (l?600,000) showing the location of supply routes by rail
and road in Greece6 Notes on O.Ou. conferences concerning supply situation and prob-
lems. Activity report of VJehrmach turns chlags tab for Sep 1943* Aug 20 - Oct 1, 1943.

O.Qu., Anlagenband z. TB, Aktenverzeichnis Nr. 3. "^orts, tables, and charts relating to
anticipated requirements, issuance, and inventory of ammunition, weapons, fuel, rations,
and fodder for H.Gr. E units in southern Greece, Appraisals of the supply and trans-
portation situation and storage of supplies (Bevorratung) in H6Gr. E sector. Orders
concerning activation, reorganization, chain of command, and transfer of K.Gr. E supply
units, and the formation of supply sectors in Greece. Reports on the situation in the
harbors of Varna, Ruse, Somovit, and Vidin in Bulgaria, and removal of stock from vulner-
able places; supply preparations for the coming winter; sea transportation and lists
of ships abailable, including their tonnage; and air transportation of supplies to the
Dodecanese Islands. Notes on O.Ou. conferences concerning the supply situation and storage
of supplies. Directives for the securing of army, air force, and naval supply depots
against air attacks. Activity report of ̂ ehrmach turns chlags tab for Oct. 194-3. Order
regulating ration quantity for H.Gr. E troops (Verpflegungs-Satz II). Sep 12 -
Dec 22, 1943.

O.Ou., Anlagenband z. TB, Aktenverzeichnis Nr. 4. Reports and tables pertaining to trans-
portation by water, rail, and motor vehicle in Greece and by air to the Greek islands,
and ration strength of personnel and horses. Inventory of ammunition, fuel, weapons,
rations, and fodder in H.Gr. E sector. Orders and reports concerning the establish-
ment of supply depots. Appraisals of the supply and transportation situations and
storage of supplies in H.Gr. E sector. Quarterly supply report, Aug 1 - Oct 31, 1943$
including information on supply and security units> utilities, ammunition and ordnance
supply, medical and veterinary services, and motor transport. Maps (1:600,000) showing
disposition of H.Gr. E supply units and location of supply depots and routes, air-
fields, and billeting areas in Peloponnesus. Oct 29 - Nov 30, 1943•

0,Quc, Besondere Anordnungen fiir die Versorgung und die Versorgungstruppen. Special Direc-
tives 1-23 and 39 regarding ammunition; fuel and ordnance supply; medical, veterinary,
motor transport, and army postal services; administration; transportation; and care of
prisoners of war. Aug 30 - Dec 29, 1943»

Item Mo. Roll 1st Frame

59053/2 173 298

59053/3 173 624

59053/4

59053/5

173 970

174
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Item

O.Qu., Tatigkeits- und Verpflegungslageberichte des Heeresgruppenintendanten. Monthly
activity reports, Jul 1 - Dec 31, 1943; weekly surveys of the supply situation
pertaining to ration strength of personnel and horses and to inventory of rations,
fuelsand clothing on Crete, Rhodes, Salonika, southern Greece, the Greek islands,
Serbia, and Croatia! and monthly appraisals of the supply situation in H,0r. E sec-
tor. Jul 1, 1943 - Mar 26, 1944.

O.Qu., Aktenverzeichnis iiber Bevorratung der deutschen Truppen in Griechenland. Monthly
surveys of transportation space requirements in H.Gr. E sector; inventories of ammuni-
tion, fuel, rations, and fodder at supply depots in Greece; weekly surveys concerning
storage of supplies (Bevorratung) for German troops in Greece; charts showing rail-
road performance* inventories of fuel rations and fodder in various parts of Greece;
and maps (1:1,000,000) showing the tactical disposition of H.Gr. E supply units and
the location of supply routes and depots in Greece and Bulgaria. Aug 26 - Dec 29, 1943.

O.Qu., Schiffsbewegungen in Agais und Adria. Semimonthly tables s'howing ship movements
in the Aegean and Adriatic Seas, giving name of ship, tonnage and ports of arrival
for the period Sep 1 - Dec 31, 1943.

Item No. Roll 1st Frame

Na.Fu., Tatigkeitsbericht.
Jul 1 - Oct 31, 1944.

Daily activity reports of Army Group E Signal Staff Officer.

Na.Fu.., Anlagenband I z. TB. Orders concerning the security of signal installations and
equipment, assignment and transfer of signal personnel, and authorization for priority
utilization of telephone, teletype, and radio communications. Reports on the status of
signal units, personnel, materiel, training, morale of the troops, mobility,

combat readiness,and signal communication activity at forward supply base in Sofia.
Notes on Na.Fii. conference concerning chain of command, evacuation, and technical prob-
lems. Sketches showing radio and telephone communications networks in H.Gr. E sector
and wiring diagrams. Order of battle data covering H.Gr. E signal units and assign-
ment lists for signal personnel. Jul 1 - 31, 1944.

Na.Fti., Anlagenband II z. TB. Radio Communication Plan "Michael", consisting of reports
and tables containing call signals and other technical data pertaining to H.Gr. E
radio communication, signal communication of the Air Force Reconnaissance Section
(Luftwaffe Aufklarungsstern) in the Southeast area, and weather service. Directives

59053/6 174 97

59053/7

59053/8

60733/1

174

174

174

571

650

697

60733/2 174 715



Item

on the reorganization of H0Gr. E signal units, operations and maintenance of
signal installations, and the degree of priority for telephone, teletype, and radio
communicationso Reports on the status of H.Gr, E signal units, personnel, mate-
riel, training, morale of the troops, mobility, and combat readiness; and the
signal communication situation in Bulgaria. Special Directives Mr. 6 for signal
communication. Reports, photographs, sketches^and maps relating to the transfer
of WDV (Wê rmacht Draht-Verbindungswesen) Salonika, telephone and teletype in-
stallations and equipment, to a bomb-secure bunker, Map (1:1,000,000) showing
the disposition of H.Gr. E signal units in Greece, and sketches and diagrams of
teletype circuits. Aug 1 - 29, 1944.

Na.Fu., Anlagenband III z. TBa Reports and orders concerning signal communication for
fortifications, organization, commitment, and transfer of H.Gr. E signal units, and
operation, security, and destruction of signal installations; Special Directives
Nr. 5 and 7, including sketches of signal communication networks and wiring dia-
grams. Order of battle data covering H.Gr. E supply units. Also, reports on the
status of signal units, personnel, materiel, training, morale of the troops,
mobility, and combat readiness. Sep 1 - 30, 194-4.

Na.Fii., Anlagenband IV z. TB. Orders concerning the activation, assignment, and ac-
tivities of H.Gr. E signal units, and Radio Communication Plans "Michael" and
"Fixstern." Reports on the status of H.Gr. E signal units, personnel, material,
training, morale of the troops, mobility, and combat readiness. Overlay showing
the location of H.Gr. E signal units in Greece. Sketches of circuit and wiring
diagrams for telephone and teletype communications. Oct 1 - 31* 1944.

la, Tatigkeitsberichte aus den Jahren 194-0 - 1943. Daily activity reports of AOK 12/Ia,
Sep 16 - Dec 15, 194-0, regarding transfer of AOK 12 units from France to Poland and
their activities along the German-Russian line of demarcation in Poland, and Jul 1,
194-1 - Dec 31, 194-2, regarding the tactical mission, operations, and situation of
German and Italian units in Yugoslavia and Greece. Daily activity reports of
H.Gr. E/Ia, Jan 1 - Jun 30, 194-3, concerning the tactical mission, operations, and
situation of H.Gr. E units in Yugoslavia and Greece, including information per-
taining to Operations "Weiss" and "Mostar" (anti-Tito operations), and "Schwarz"
(encirclement and destruction of Tito's forces). Monthly activity reports of
AOK 12/11, Nov 1, 1940 - Jun 12, 1941. Sep 16, 1940 - Jun 30, 1943.

Item No. Roll 1st Frame

60733/3 174 792

60733/4 892

60733/5 174 973

65023 175
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Item

la, Aktennotizen der Chefsbesprechungen des la Chef Generalstabes der H.Gr. E. Official
notes on staff conferences on operational matters pertaining to the war in Greece,
Salonika, and the Aegean area. Apr 13, 1942 - Dec 31, 194-3*

la, Verschiedenes - Berichte. Notes on staff conferences and telephone conversations of
commanding officers of H,Gr0 E units c ncerning own and enemy ground, sea, and air
tactical missions<, operations, and situations; and medical service, supply and trans-
portation situations, military security, and propaganda of H.Gr. E units in Albania,
Greece, and Yugoslavia, Dec 9, 1943 - Jul 30, 1944.

la, Tagesmeldungen H.Gr* E/OB Siidost. Daily reports of Okdo. H.Gr. E/Ia to OB Siidost
concerning own and enemy tactical ground, air, and sea operations and partisan ac-
tivities in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia. Information relating to Operations
"Elefant," "Hubertus," "Adler," "Panther," "Puma," "Spaghetti," and "Tiger" (for the
mopping up and destruction of partisan forces)0 Also, daily reports.
May 1 - Dec 31, 1943c

la, Kriegstagebuch Mr. 1, Band 1, H.Gr. E/OB Siidost. War diary concerning the tactical
situation, security of railroadSj. coastal defense^ and border control by H5Gr. E
units, including Italian and Bulgarian units in Greece and Croatia. Information con-
cerning Operation "Achse" (giving measures to be taken in case of an Italian capitula-
tion). Jul 1 - Aug 31, 1943.

la, Kriegstagebuch Nr. 1, Band 2, H.Gr. E/OB Siidost. War diary pertaining to the tactical
situation and operations, the security of railroads, roads, and airfields, combating
partisans, and coastal defense in Greece. Information concerning the capitulation of
Italy on Sep 9, 1943, and Operations "Achse" (disarming of the Italian Armed Forces),
and "Sisbar" (German attack on Chios Island to repulse British and Italian occupation).
Sep 1 - Oct 31, 1943,

la, Kriegstagebuch Nr. 1, Band 3, H.Gr, E/OB Siidost. War diary relating to the tactical
situation and operations of HeGr. E units in Greece. Operations "Adler," "Hubertus,"
"Leopard," "Lowe," "Panther," "Puma," "Petsula," #id "Soepferd" (for the destruction
of the partisan forces in Greece), and Operation "Taifun" (for the defense of Leros
Island, a part of the Dodecanese group, against British attack). Nov 1 - Dec 31, 1943.

Item No, Roll 1st Frame

65024/1 175 466

65024/2 175 853

65025 175 1000

65027/1 176 1

65027/2 176 141

65027/3 176 372
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Item

la, Kriegstagebuch Mr. 2, Band 1, H.Gr, E/OB Slidest. War diary relating to ground,
air, and sea operations, transportation, construction of fortified positions and
obstacles, combating partisans, and defense of the city of Salonika. Information
concerning Operations "Amsel," "Elefant," "Leopard," "Seepferd," and "Wolf."
Jan 1 - Feb 29S 19U.

la, Kriegstagebuch Nr. 2, Band 2, H.Gr. E/OB Sudost,, âr diary pertaining to ground,
sea, and air operations, the construction of airfields and fortifications,
coastal defense, and combating partisans in Greece. Information concerning the
administrative activities of Mil.Bfh, Grieehenland; political, partisan, and
supply situations in OB Sudost sector; and Operations "Blindschleiche," "Kranich,"
and "Maigewitter" (for the destruction of partisan forces in Greece). Mar 1 -
Apr 30, 19U.

la, Kriegstagebuch Nr. 2, Band 3, H.Gr. E/OB Sudost. War diary concerning ground, sea,
and antiaircraft operations; security of roads, railroads, and chrome and coal
mines; destruction of harbor facilities; combating partisans; and supplies for
military personnel on Greek islands provided by H.Gr. E and Bulgarian Army units in
Albania and Greece. Information concerning Operations "Einhorn," "Falke," "Gemsbock,"
"Natter," "Pentalofon," "Rabe I and II," "Steinadler," and "Steinbock" (for the de-
struction of partisan forces in Albania and Greece); the political, partisan, and
supply situations in OB Sudost sector; anticipated Allied landings in Albania on
Jul 6, 1944-; and administrative activities of Mil.Bfh, Griechenland. Also, ap-
praisals of the enemy tactical situation in Southeast Europe. Fay 1 - Jun 30, 1944*

la, Id, Berichte; Verteiler. SOP on distribution channels, and classification and
destruction of documents for H.Gr. E units in OB Sudost sector. Mov 3, 194-2 -
Sep 9, 1944.

la, Ic, Schriftsachen - August 1944-, H4Gre E. Daily la reports and correspondence
relating to ground, sea, and air operations, coastal defense, and combating
partisans in Greece. Daily Ic reports concerning enemy losses; ground, sea, and
air operations and situations. Reports on results of air reconnaissance missions.
Notes on OB H.Gr. E, Admiral Agais, and Komm.Gen.d.Lw. conferences concerning

Item No. Roll 1st Frame

65027/4. 176 520

65027/5 176 681

65027/6

65028/1

177

177 270
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Item

supply and transportation situations, and other tactical matters. Enemy information
bulletins regarding the political and partisan situations and Allied Military Mis-
sion activities. Lists of partisans1 airfields, shore landing places, and naval
bases and map (1:1,000,000) showing their location in Greece. Order of battle covering
EDES, ELAS, and EAM units and a report on the organization of AMM partisans in Greece,,
Also, daily weather reports. Aug 1 - 31, 194-4.

la, Ic, Anlagenband z. T'atigkeitsbericht, July 1944. Daily la reports and correspond-
ence relating to ground, sea, and air operations, security of railroads, combating
partisans, and coastal defense in Greece. Daily Ic reports concerning enemy losses
and tactical ground, air, and sea operations. Appraisals of the political, partisan,
traffic, and tactical situations in OB Sudost sector, and enemy information bulletin
for June/July 1944. Special Directive Nr. 19 for training in chemical warfare. Notes
on OB H.Gr. E inspection trip to Lemnos Island. Orders and reports concerning Opera-
tion "Bussard" (offensive movement to destroy partisan forces in Greece). Overlays
(1:1,000,000 and 2,000,000) showing the location of partisan units and supply points
in Greece. Also, daily weather reports. Jul 9 - 31, 1944.

la, Anlagenband z. KTB, Besprechung mit den Korpschefs, May 23 - 24-, 194-4- und Besprechung
mit dem Komm, Gen., May 12, 1944. Notes on Korpschefs conference pertaining to the
military situation in Russia, the Far East, England, and the Mediterranean area, and
to the activities of Gen.d.Pi., Fest.Pi.Kdr. II, Harko. 314, Na.Fii., Bv.T.O., Ic/A.O.,
la/Mess., Id and Ila/b. Notes on the Komm.Gen. conference concerning the military
situation on all fronts, cooperation between Army, Navy, and Air Force, experience
gained in the Italian Campaign, combating partisans, defense against an invasion
from England, and handling such matters as signal communication, training, and NS
leadership in OB Sudost sector. May 12 and 23 - 24-, 1944.

la, Anlagenband z. KTB. Orders, reports, and correspondence concerning the withdrawal
from Greece and defensive action against Russian, Rumanian, and Bulgarian forces
advancing toward Belgrade from the north and southeast, and Tito's forces from the
southwest. Aug 20 - Oct 7, 1944.

la, Ic, Sammelmappe "Zervas." Correspondence and directives concerning the activities
of Greek partisan groups EDES (Zervas), ELAS, and EAM, and German, Russian, and Anglo-
American participation in the conflict among these Greek organizations.
Feb 24 - Oct 2, 1944.

Item No. Roll 1st Frame

65028/2 177 342

65028/3 177 692

65029 177 1096

65030

65031/1

178

284
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Item

la, Anlagenband - Sondermappe Bulgarien. Notes on Chef d. Genstb. H.Gr. E inspection
of II. Bulg. A.K. and of Bulgarian' Army units' maneuvers along the coast of the
Gulf of Wawalla, including maps (n.s.) showing its location. Notes on Chef d.
Kgl. Bulg. Genstb. conference, regarding battle conduct, main points of resistance,
construction of roads and railroads, scoring of ammunition, use of mines, medical
care, and Bulgarian minorities in Greece. Correspondence concerninrf the security
of Bulgarian minorities in Greece and their defense against partisan activities.
Orders pertaining to the defense of towns in Greece. Jan 23 - May 3, 1944.

la, Anlagenband z. KTB, Unternehmen "Kreuzotter." Orders, reuorts and correspondence
relating to the preparations, execution, and evaluation of Operation "Kreuzotter"
(for the clearing and destruction of partisan units in southern Greece) . Order of
battle data covering H.Gr. E units participating in this operation. Reports on
own and enemy losses, captured booty and fuel consumption of H.Gr. E units during
the operation. Maps and overlays (lzlOO,000 and 200,000) showing the disposition
of own and partisan units. Jul 14 - Aug 30, 1944.

Ic, Anlagenband z. KTB, Ic situation report and enemy information bulletins re-
garding the political, partisan, and enemy tactical situatiorsin Greece | national
movements | Greek exile government, and English Military Mission. Reports con-
cerning partisan activities and organization; use of radar equipment during Allied
landings; the Mihailovic movement; Allied meeting at Teheran; and Operation "Adler"
(action against partisans in the area west and southwest of Karditsa). Directives
pertaining to traffic control, security matters, and propaganda in Greece. Order
of battle data covering partisan units. Maps and overlays (n.s. and 1:1,000,000)
showing the tactical disposition of partisan units and the location of operations
against partisans in Greece. Reports on the naval situation in -the OB Siidost sec-
tor. Jul 8, 194-3 - Jan 4-,

Item No. Roll 1st Frame

la, Ic, Anlagenband z, KTBi" Reports and correspondence Delating to • own and enemy
ground, sea, and air operations and situations in Greece, and the activation, re-
organization, commitment, movement and supulying of H.Gr. E units. Reports on the
military and political situation on all fronts; sea and air transportation; inspec-
tion of Greek coastal defenses; activities of the Allied Military Mission in Greece;
and Operations "Kreuzotter" (action against partisan units in the Karpenision area)
and "Neapolis" (offensive movement against partisans on the Elos Peninsula).

178 127

65031/3 178 233

65032 178 335
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Item

Notes on staff conference concerning the military situation since the Badoglio
betrayal. Lists of dropping ranges, airfields, shore landing places, and naval
bases of partisans. Order of battle data covering ELAS and EDE3 units. Maps and
overlays (1:1,000,000) showing the tactical disposition of partisan units and the
location of partisan supply points in Greece. Aug 1-31,

la, Ic, Anlagenband za KTBa Orders, reports, and correspondence relating to defensive
operations, organization, reorganization, combat readiness, and movements of H.Gr. E
units. Ic/A.O. reports concerning enemy troop identification and movements and the
tactical situation. Reports on air and sea transportation, reorganization and com-
mitment of Bulgarian and Italian units that remained loyal to Germany, and the naval
and air situations. Order of battle data covering H.Gr. E and ELAS units. Over-
lays (1:1,000,000) showing the tactical disposition of partisan units and the location
of partisan activities in Greece. Information concerning Operation "Kreuz otter."
Sep 11 - 30, 1944-c

la, Anlagenband zc KTB - Bulgariene Orders, reports, and correspondence concerning
tactical defensive operations, organization, chain of command, officers1 assign-
ments, commitments, administrative activities, the construction of roads and forti-
fications, and the occupation of Greece by Bulgarian urmy units in the Salonika, Mace-
donian, and Greek coastal areas, and on the Greek islands. Overlays showing the
location of the main highways in Bulgaria and southeast Greece. Jan 20, 194-3 -
Feb 12, 19/vU

la, Befehlsgliederung Heeresgruppe E. Order of battle data covering H.Gr. E and its
subordinate units, such as combat troops (Fechtende Tr0) in the areas of Crete,
Peloponnesus, southern Greece, and Salonika-Agais, supply and security troops (Ver-
sorgungs- und Sicherungstrunpen), Befehlshaber Griechenland, Admiral Agais, Air Force
units (Luftwaffeneinheiten), Komdt. Ost Agais and Festung Kreta, LXVIII A.K., XXII
Geb. A.K., Oberfeldkodt. 395, II. Bulge A.K., Ital. AOK 11, and Ital. Ill and XXVI
A.K., and their subordinate units, Aug 30, 194-3 - Jul 15, 1944*

la, Ic, Anlagenband z. KTB0 Orders, reports, and correspondence relating to the organi-
zation, activation, commitment, and training of H.Gr. E units, and exploitation of
the local economy by them; political, supply, transportation, economic, and health :
situations, and the morale of the civilian population in H.Gr. E sector; and own and
enemy tactical mission, operations, and situation in Albania, Geece, and Yugoslavia.

Item,No. Roil 1st Frame

65033/1 173

65033/2 179

65033/3 179 439

65034/1 179 568
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Item Item No.

Reports on the British and French military situation in the Near East and North Africa; the
organization,, tactical activities,, and radio communication of Tito, EDES, and ELAS units
in Greece and Yugoslavia; and action against communist units in cooperation with Col.
Zervas. Enemy propaganda leaflets and reports in the Greek language. Orders and reports
relating to Operations "Pfingstrose," "Maigewitter," and "Kalavrita" (the tracking down
and destruction of partisan units in the naikon-Vermion Mountains and the Peloponneses
regions), and Operation "Weisses Haus" (defensive action against partisan units in the
Rodiani area). Overlays (1:1,000,000) showing the location of partisan activities in Albania
and Yugoslavia. Basic Order Mr. 2 concerning the defense of the Salonika-Agais area.
Jul 16, 1943 - Jun 18, 1944. 65034/2

la, Anlagenband z» KTB9 Girders, reports, and correspondence pertaining to ground, sea, and
air operations, removal and destruction of military and economic goods, transportation re-
quirements, withdrawal of troops, and.supplying and training H.Gr. E units in Albania
and Greece, Reports on the British and French military situations in the Hear East and
North Africa, and the results of reconnaissance missions regarding organization, strength,
and activities of ELAS, EAS? ESDES, EAM, and EKKA units in Greece. Orders and reports
concerning Operations "Gamsbach," HSteinbach," "Blindschleiche," and "Krokodil" (de-
struction of partisan units in Albania and Greece). Reports and overlays (1:100,000)
pertaining to }ap Exercise "Crocodile," war games in which British and Greek troops
participated in Palestine, in the area north of the Dead ^ea. Overlays (1:200,000)

Roll 1st Frame

179 727

showing the location of partisan activity5 supply points, and radio networks in Albania,
Greece, and Yugoslavia. Enemy propaganda leaflets and reports, in the German and Greek
languages, to incite the Greek population to revolt against the German occupation.
Mar 3 - Sep 2, 1944. 65034/3 180

la, Kriegstagebuch. War diary relating to oim and enemy tactical ground, sea, and air
operations and situation; activities of the Allied Military Mission; and the organiza-
tion, strength, signal communication, supply services, armament, morale, and activities
of ELAS and other partisan units in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia, Mar 11 - Jun 30, 1944<. 65035/1

la, Kriegstagebuch. War diary concerning the defensive operations, withdrawal movements
and tactical situation of H.Gr* E units in Greece, and the destruction of roads, rail-
roads, and bridges by them; activities of Bulgarian Army and Greek partisan units and
Allied Military Mission in Greece; and the enemy military situation in southeast Europe.
Item No. 65035/3 is a carbon copy of 65035/2. Jul 1 - Sep 30, 1944.

180 318

65035/2,3 180 788
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Item Item No. Roll

la, Kartenanlagen. Maps (1:100,000, 500,000 and 1,000,000), Mar 11 - Sep 30, 1944, showing
the tactical disposition of H.C-r. E units and alert units of LXVTII A.K., and the loca-
tion of replacement unit and assembly areas, main highways, and railroad lines in Greece.
Also,lists of officers' job classifications for Operations, Supply, and Personnel GrouDS
of -H.Gr. E, as of Dec 7, 1943, and Feb 15, 1944. " 65035/4 181

la, Ic, Anlagenband z, KTB. Orders, reports, and correspondence relating to tactical ground,
sea, and air operations of H.C-r. E units in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia, Daily Ic re-
ports concerning enemy losses and operations in OB Slidost sector. Orders pertaining to
defensive preparations against enemy landings in southern Albania and western Greece.
Order of battle data covering K.Gr. E units0 Ic situation report and overlay (1:2,000,
000) showing the location of partisan supply points in Greece. Daily weather reports.
Jul 1 - 19, 1944o " 65036/1 181

la, Ic, Anlagenband z. KTB. Orders, reports, and correspondence pertaining to- defensive
ground, sea,and air operations in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia. Daily intelligence
reports concerning enemy losses and tactical situation. Order of battle data covering
ELAS units. Maps (1:200,000 and 1,000,000) showing the disposition of partisan units.
Daily weather reports. Sep 1 - 30? 1944. 65036/2 181

la, Anlagenband z. KTB. Orders, reports and correspondence relating to tactical opera-
tions and situations, coastal defense, construction of fortified positions, and combating

partisans by H.Gr. E and Bulgarian Army units in Greece and the Aegean Islands,, Re-
ports on the treatment of Bulgarian minorities in northern Greece, and maps (1:200,000)
showing the location of assembly areas and march routes for H.Gr. E and Bulgarian Army
units in Greece. Feb 13 - Aug 30, 1944c

la, Kriegstagebuch. War diary concerning tactical ground, sea, and air operations and
situation0, withdrawal movements and alert plan of H.Gr. E units In Albania, Greece, and
Montenegro, also enemy tactical operations and situation in OB Sudost sector,, Informa-
tion concerning Operations "Adleiy' :3Bussard," "Condor," "Eule," "Korea," " Kreuz otter,"
"Ludwig," "Sperber I u. II," "Steinadler," "Steinbeck," "Storch," "Weihe," and "Wiesel"
(offensive action to destroy partisan units in Greece)! Operations "Walross" (an attack
on the Greek island of Castellrosso), and "Hundesohn" (action to disarm Bulgarian Army units
and an offensive movement toward Sofia, Bulgaria). Jul 1 - Aug 31, 1944. 65721/1 182

1st Frame

62

641

65036/3 182

358
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Item Item No. Roll

la, Kriegstagebuch. War diary of H,Gr. E concerning defensive ground, sea, and air opera-
tions and situation, battle command, withdrawal movements, combating ' partisans,, and
destruction of roads, bridges, and railroad and industrial installations by H.Gr, E units
in Albania, Greece, and Montenegro; and the enemy tactical operations and situation in OB
Sudost sector. Information concerning the evacuation of Greek islands and the mainland,
Bulgarian declaration of war against Germany, and '.he movement of Russian forces into
Bulgaria. Sep 1 - 30, 1944. 65721/2 182

la, Kriegstagebuch. War diary of H,Gr. E relating to defensive ground, sea, and air opera-
tions, withdrawal movements, removal of military and economic goods, cooperation with
EDES units against communist attacks, and combating partisans in Albania, Greece,and
Yugoslavia. Oct 1 - 31, 1944. 65721/3 183

la, Kriegstagebuch. War diary pertaining to the defensive ground, sea, and air operations,
combating partisans, removal of military and economic goods by H0Gr. E units in
Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia, withdrawal from Albania and Greece, and enemy ground
and air operations and situation in OB Wildest sector. Nov 1 - 30, 1944. 65721/4 183

la, Kriegstagebuch. War diary concern-in^ defensive ground and air operations, security
of mads, withdrawal movements, and combating Dartisans by H0Gr. E units in Yugoslavia;
also, the enemy tactical ground and air operations and situation in OB Siidost sector.
Information concerning Operations "Lawine" (defensive action in the Travnik area of
Serbia) and l:Schneeflocke" (offensive action to destroy enemy combat force "Travnik")by
securing the road and rail routes between Sarajevo and Brod (called off because the total
tactical situation made it impossible to carry out). Dec 1 - 31, 1944. 65721/5 183

la, Akten, OB Sudost. Orders, reports, and correspondence relating to defensive ground,
sea, and air operations and situation, withdrawal movements, security of roads, traffic
control, combating partisans, removal of military and economic goods, and demolition
measures taken by H. Gr. E units in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia; also, enemy tactical
ground, sea, and air operations and situation in OB Sudost sector. Notes on staff con-
ferences concerning the enemy tactical situation, defensive combat measures, and trans-
portation problems. Order of battle data, cover ing Bulgarian Army units, and overlay
(1:1,000,000) showing the disDosition of Bulgarian Army units in Bulgaria. Oct 1 - 18,1944. 65721/6 183

1st Frame

615

149

381
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Item Item No. Roll 1st Frame

la, Ic, Anlagenband z. KTB. Orders, reports, and correspondence pertaining to defensive
ground, sea, and air missions, operations, and situations, security, maintenance, and
destruction of roads and bridges; and combating partisans by H.Gr. E units in Albania,
Greece, and Yugoslavia; also, the withdrawal of German forces from Albania and Greece,
and enemy losses, troop identification, and tactical ground, sea, and air operations
and situations in OB Siidost sector. Overlays (1:50,000; 500,0005 and 1,500,000 show-
ing the disposition of Russian Army units in Hungary, the location of withdrawal move-
ments in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia, and road conditions in Yugoslavia. Order of
battle data covering H.Gr. E units and Russian Army units. Notes on staff conferences
concerning matters such as conduct of battle, withdrawal movements, march discipline,
and Tito's forces. Notes on Gruppe Ic conference with Major Jevdjenigenic, Chief of
Staff of Draza Mihailovic forces, regarding cooperation with German Army units in
combating Tito's communist forces in Yugoslavia. Information pertaining to the de-
mobilization of EDES and ELAS units in Greece by Greek Government forces. Daily
activity reports of Kustenjager Abt. "Brandenburg" for Nov 1944. Nov 1 - Dec 22, 1944. 65721/7 184 1

la, Ic, Anlagenband z. KTB. Orders, reports, and correspondence relating to the defensive
ground, sea, and air missions, operations, and situations, battle conduct, reorganization,
boundaries, disciplinary matters, withdrawal movements, march control, security, and
combating partisans by H.Gr. E units in Yugoslavia; also, enemy troop identification
and tactical ground, sea, and air operations and situation in OB Siidost sector.
Survey of roads, bridges, railroad, and signal communication installations destroyed
in Greece. Oct 10 - Nov 24, 1944. Dec 1 - 10, 1944. 65721/8 184 731

la, Ic, Anlagenband z. KTB. Orders, reports^and correspondence pertaining to the defensive
ground, sea, and air operations and situations, battle conduct, reorganization, re-
equipping, evacuation of guns and equipment, withdrawal movements, security of roads,
march control, and combating partisans by H.Gr. E units in Yugoslavia; also, enemy
troop identification and tactical ground, sea, and air operations and situations.
Reports on floods and their effect on H.Gr. E operations, German relationship to
Chetnik and Ustashi groups, and preparations for winter warfare. Surveys of roads
and bridges destroyed and obstacles constructed in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia,
Oct 10 - Dec 20, 1944, including overlays (1:500,000) showing their location; also,
an overlay (1:1,000,000) showing the tactical disposition of enemy forces in Croatia,
Information concerning Operation "Schneeflocke." Dec 10 - 20, 1944. 65721/9 184 1028
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Item Item No. Roll 1st Frame

la, Ic, Anlagenband z. KTB. Orders, reports, and correspondence relating to defensive
ground, sea, and air missions, operations, and situations, withdrawal movements;
assignment of personnel; transportation problems; the destruction of roads, bridges,
and railroad installations; coastal defense; combating pertisans; and evacuation of
engineer troops and equipment by H.Gr. E units in Yugoslavia; also, activation and
organization of Italian units, and identification and tactical ground and air opera-
tions and situations of enemy troops. Overlays (1:200,000) showing the tactical dis-
position of H.Gr. E units in the Zara area and the location of march routes for 41st
Fest. Div. from Sarajevo to Brod. Dec 20 - 31, 1944. 65721/10 185 1

la, Anlagenband z. KTB. Reports and orders concerning the mission, organization, strength,
combat readiness, movements, and security of the Rudnica area by H.Gr. E units in OB
Siidost sector. Order of battle data covering H.Gr. E units, and maps and overlays
(1:50,000; 125,000; and 1,000,000) showing the tactical disposition of H.Gr. E units
and the location of H.Gr. E boundaries in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia.
Sep 15 - Dec 16, 1944. 65721/11 185 301

la, Anlagenband z. KTB, Karten u. Pausen, Maps and overlays (1:200,000, 500,000, and
600,000) showing the tactical disposition of H.Gr. E units in Albania, Greece, and
Yugoslavia. Order of battle data covering H.Gr. E units. Report concerning the
organization, assembly, and march movements of H.Gr, E units in Yugoslavia. Sep 9,
1944 - Jan 3, 1945. 65721/12 185 392

la, Kriegstagebuc|idurchschrage. A carbon copy of item Nos. 65721/3, 4, and 5,
Oct 1 - Dec 31, 1944. 65722 185 435

la, Anlagenband z. KTB. Orders, reports, and correspondence relating to tactical operations,
combat readiness, shortage of weapons, personnel losses, supply and transportation prob-
lems, disciplinary matters, withdrawal movements, removal of economic and military
goods and equipment, construction of defensive positions, obstacles on roads and rail-
road tracks, destruction of canals, roads, bridges, rail lines, utilities, and of
signal, air force, railroad, harbor and industrial installations, and the shutdown
of industrial plants by H.Gr. E units in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia. Air, sea,
and rail transportation surveys for Greece. Special directives for supplying troops
on the march to and assembled at Sarajevo. Report on the political situation, own
and enemy tactical situation, coastal defenses, military administration and supply, and
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economic situation in the OB Sudost sector. Order of battle data covering H.Gr. E
units. May 5 - Dec 31, 1944. 65723 135 802

la, Chefsachen des O.Kdo. H.Gr. E. Orders and reports concerning the tactical mission
and operations, combat readiness, supply requirements, and withdrawal movements of H.Gr.
E units in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia. Report on defensive positions "Kaiser" and
"Kurfurst," including an overlay (1:200,000) showing their locations in Greece. Order
of battle data covering H.Gr. E units and maps (1:1,000,000) showing the tactical dis-
position of H.Gr. E units on the Dodecanese Islands and on Crete. Dec 26, 1943 -
Nov 27, 1944. 65724/1 186 1

la, Chefsachen des O.Kdo. H.Gr. E. Orders, reports, and correspondence relating to the
tactical mission and operations, organization, and withdrawal movements of H.Gr. E
units, and to the evacuation of German troops and equipment from the Greek Islands.
Maps and overlays (1:500,000) showing the location of defensive positions "Kaiser"
and "Kurfurst" in Greece. May 16 - Sep 19, 1944. 65724/2 186 69

la, Chefsachen des O.Kdo. H.Gr. E. Reports and correspondence relating to the defensive
mission and operations, to boundaries and withdrawal movements, and to logistical matters
of H.Gr. E units in Yugoslavia, and information concerning withdrawal from Greece, com-
pleted Nov 1, 1944. Directives for the commitment of Croatian units. Oct 7 - Dec 31, 1944. 65724/3 186 192

la, Anlagen Vernichtungsverhandlungen, Wehrmachtbef. Mazedonien/Sonderstab Scheurlen.
List of classified documents destroyed by fire on command of Wehrmachtbefehlshaber
Mazedonien/Sonderstab Scheurlen, including date, number, origin, brief summary of con-
tents, and signature of "witnessing officer." Jan 27, 1944 - Jan 1, 1945. 65725 186 230

Ia/Gabo., Ic/A.O., Ila, IVd (ev./kath.). T'atigkeitsberichte. Daily activity reports of
Ia/Gabo, Jul 1 - r'ep 30, 1944,and Ila Jun 24 - ?ec 29, 1944; daily and monthly activity
reports of Ic/A.O., Jul 1 - Sep 30, 1944; and consolidated activity reports of IVd (ev.
and kath.). Also, officers' register for H.Gr. E officers, medical and veterinary officers,
and senior civilian officials, including name, rank, position, and date of rank.
Jun 24 - Dec 29, 1944. 65726/1 186 333

Ic/A.O., Anlagenband Propaganda, 2. Hk'lfte 1944. Propaganda leaflets in Russian, Serbian,
Croatian, and Bulgarian languages, with German translations, aimed at enticing partisans
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to surrender to German troops and inducing the civilian population to combat
Russian-sponsored partisan groups. Jul 1 - Dec 31, 1944. 65726/2 186 380

la, Machtrag zum Tagebuch des O.Kdo. H.Gr. E. Daily orders concerning the tactical mission
and operations of H.Gr. E units. Notes on staff conferences concerning the transportation,
and defense situations, control of movements of the Greek population; evacuation of the
Greek islands; and coastal defenses, withdrawal movements, and tactical grouping by
H.Gr. E units in Albania, Greece, and Yugoslavia. Timetable for the execution of the
demolition plan for the Athens-Piraeus area. Correspondence relating to the activities
of the Mil. Bef. Griechenland. Report on combat propaganda activities and surveys of
march movements of H.Gr. E units in Yugoslavia, including names of units, their strength,
weapons, motor vehicles, and destination. Feb 23 - Nov 25, 1944. 65727 186 568

Ia/Gabo., Ha, T'atigkeitsberichte. Consolidated activity report of la/Gabo, Jul 1 -
Dec 31, 1944 and daily activity reports of Ila, Jul 1 - Dec 31, 1944. Correspondence
concerning an order by H.Gr. E/Ia to Ia/Gabo to burn all its classified documents.
List of H.Gr. E/Ia appendices (Anlagenbande). Jul 1, 1944 - Mar 3, 1945. 75140/1 186 684

la, Klistensicherung u. Einsatzkarte H.Gr. E mit Stutzpunktubersicht. Survey of strong-
points of German Army, Waffen S3, Air Force, Navy, Italian̂  and other combat and
auxiliary volunteer units; overlay (1:1,000,000) showing disposition of mobile and
fixed alert units in Greece; and maps (1:500,000) showing disposition of H.Gr. E units
in Greece and the Greek islands. Jul 15 - Aug 5, 1944. 75140/2 186 705

la, Ic/A.O., Tagesmeldungen O.Kdo. H.Gr. E an OB Slidost. Daily la reports concerning
the overall tactical situation, operational activities, and withdrawal movements of
H.Gr. E units in Yugoslavia. Daily Ic reports concerning enemy movements, troop
identification, and tactical situation in OB Slidost sector. Also, daily weather re-
ports. Oct 1 - 30, 1944. 75434 186 754


